Runs with... a photo!

THE POWER STRIP OF THE 21st CENTURY IS HERE

*An interview with Rock M. Smeja, Principal and Vice President of Operations, Limitless Innovations, Inc.

CEDN: Could you tell the readers a little bit about Limitless Innovations?

RMS: Limitless Innovations is a consumer products company with a simple purpose; to provide the customer with the most innovative solutions for everyday problems. Limitless is headquartered in McHenry, Ill., a Northwest Suburb of Chicago and has been in business for three years. Limitless didn’t officially release its first consumer product until October 2014.

CEDN: What is the mission at Limitless Innovations?

RMS: The company looks to target everyday problems and create solutions with their innovative products. The flagship product is the ChargeHub 7-Port USB Universal Charging Station. It has quickly become known as the power strip of the 21st Century because of its unique capabilities. 

CEDN: Tell the readers a little more about the ChargeHub.

RMS: The ChargeHub plugs right into the wall through its own cord and can power up to seven devices simultaneously. The hub itself sits on a desk or table and then the devices plug into it with their own USB cords. Another great feature is that the ChargeHub utilizes patent-pending SmartSpeed Technology to allow any port to charge the connected device at its maximum charging speed, regardless of whether it is an Apple iOS or Android device. We’re a licensed Apple MFi Developer, by the way, so you’ll find Apple’s logo on our CableLinx USB charge and sync cable packaging, and you can be sure that ChargeHub is fully compatible with your Apple device.

CEDN: Is Limitless launching other products, too?

RMS: We plan to roll out two brand new chargers, the X3 ChargeHub and the X5 ChargeHub, three- and five-port universal charging stations to expand our product offering to be available in all segments. It is the same unique and patented form factor as ChargeHub, that's also able to charge each connected device optimally. In addition, the top insert is customizable for any company's logo or marketing message. This is something unique to the charging world and not something seen in other competitive products.

CEDN: How does Limitless Innovations assist its customers?

RMS: Here at Limitless, we strive to provide our customers with superb customer service. Whether it is an incoming call, or customer inquiry via email, our goal is to make sure our customers are completely satisfied. We can turn product around on a dime by assembling stocking and shipping at our warehouse, centrally located in the U.S. Typically, any order placed is drop-shipped the same day.

CEDN: What goals does Limitless have for 2016?

RMS: We seek to maintain a consistent sales flow of our current product lines, in addition to doubling, if not tripling sales with new product releases in 2016. We attribute our success to hard work, consistency and determination. Potential new customers can trust in our product and company by reading our past customer successes through stellar product reviews on different websites or simply by contacting our sales department with any questions. The sky’s the limit for Limitless Innovations!

For more information, visit booth #6438 (North Hall), limitlessinnovations.com, or email sales@limitlessinnovations.com.

